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UNLESS THE RATE OF INTEGRATION IN NORTHERN SCHOOLS IN
LARGE CITIES ACCELERATES, THERE WILL BE EXTENSIVE URBAN
!E ELATION UNTIL AT LEAST THE M1D-21ST CENTURY. HOWEVER,
DATA r :44 w4Airro riTTrc qww THESE SEEM TO RE "UNIrORN"
CONDITIONS WHICH FAVOR ,.SEGREGATION- -NEGRO PROTEST ACTION,
ST.IgULV5 FROM EXTRA-LOC.,L AUTHORITY; ANL, A .c .c. . tIsru-T

STRATIrIED RELIGIOUS OR RACIAL CLASS STRUCTURE. BUT THE CASE
HISTORY OF "LITTLE CITY' ILLUSTRATES HOW THE ATTITUDE
STRUCTURE OF BOTH RACES IMPEDES INTEGRATION. IN THE BIG
CITIES, TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS TO THIS PROBLEM CAN BE BASED ON
_RATIONAL PUPIL ASSIGNMENT, REVISED BUILDING PLANS WHICH MAY
INVOLVE PUPIL TRANSPORTATION, AND EDUCATIONAL PARKS. THESE
SOLUTIONS ARE AVAILABLE BUT ARE RESISTED. IT IS SIGNIFICANT
THAT NOT A SINGLE BIG CITY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT HAS MADE AN
EMPHATIC COMMITMENT To DESEGREGATION, A POSITION WHICH WOULD
DE EXCEEDINGLY INFLUENTIAL. PRESERVATION OF THE "STATUS QUO*
POWER STRUCTURE IS THE MAJOR MO4IVATION FOR OPPOSITION TO
CHANGE AND IS RELATED TO POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL
BUREAUCRATIC INTERESTS. CHANGE IMps!rn GREAT POLITICAL RISKS
BUT WILL PROBABLY OCCUR IN MOST OF THE LARGE NORTHERN CITIES
AS A RESULT OF THE FISCAL PRESSURES OF MAINTAINING GHETTO
SCHOOLS AND AS SUPERINTENDENTS BEGIN TO ESPOUSE RACIAL
BALANCE. (NH)
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Barriers to Northern School Desegregation OF

EDUCATION

i The Current Scenes

Noirmr.tui PUBLIC sehcols, from kindergarten to the grafinate le,,,e!,
Ihave been racially seEregated on an extensive scale since the Re-

York City had over 90 per cent Negro pupils; forty-six had more

cent Negroes.

ment in 1962 is typical. Twenty elementary schools outside of New

the Midwest have student bodies composed of more than 90 per

wiistrutiLion. Siaiisticz have been collected by communities and
states only since the Brown decision in 1954, but these show that
hundreds of elemental:, and secondary schools in the Northeast and

The racial census Heased by the New York Education Depart-
ment

50 per ee_nt A tria (if 101 was 31 c=t- or more Negro.1

i cts4

than 15 per cent!
within the total popilation of all but a few communities is less

In the largest survey of school segregation in the North to date,2

_A_Ild this ...----ai,-- trze in. a statc ia which the proportion of Negroes

200 Fablie sehool systems were studied. These were in towns

cities: New York City, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland,

bodies are very uncommon.

central cities or in neighboring suburbs. School segregation is thus
so pronounced in certain cities in the North that if public schools

majority of them will cluster at the far extremes. Mixed student

and Los Angeles. Most of the others were located in other large

are placed on a scale from all white pupils to all Negro, the great

cent of these regregated schools were clustered in six of the larger

However, as the New Jersey Supreme Court noted in June 1965,

1\1

%
spread aaross nineteen states, which included 75 per cent of the

0 Negro population in the North. Some 1,141 schools were listed as
having nonwhite enrollments of 60 per cent or more. About 60 per

a a _publ-Lia aclool -need nut be all or even iii rel. rpm. Neg.,. ;., .3
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to be racially segregated. A school is racially Fegregated if the ratioof Negro to white students is substantially in excess cf the iatiucommon to the community as a whole.3 This definition applies to aschool that is 50 per cent Negro in a community where Negroescomprise 20 per cent of the total population. It also includes aschool that is 95 per cent white in the same community.
Minority segregated public schools in the North tend quite uni-formly to have poorer facilities, less qualified staff, and inferiornrozrams of ir stpletion than majority

segregated schools.4 Even&a-re-zees in facilities are eliminated, minority segregation
i.e4w111ng arm learning. Attcnacz at a iuliaoilty seg-regated public school tends to reinforce the carnage a! rlvperienced by children maturing in a milieu drenched with dis-criminatory stimuli. Indeed, attendance at a racially segregated

public school is probably harmful whether the segregation is minor-ity or majority. The isolation experienced by students in all-whiteschools stimulates ignorance, fear, and prejudice, just as it confirmsthe self-belief in inferiority among students in all-Negro schools.'Protests were lodged by Negro groups against school segrega-tion in the North on many occasions between 1917 and 1954. Butthe Brown decision brought awareness among educational decision-makers to a new i3cal point.' Only in the lrist decade have thegravity and scopt, of the problem been solutions ad-vaneed, and resistance to change mobilized.
We are presently in the eye of a Northern storm of commten;tyconflict. The issue has been joined; it has become a one-sided ques-tion with but one set of social facts, all of which indicate that Negroracial segregation in schools is bad, and most that white segrega-tion is bad, too. It has become a matter which must be dealt with ifracial and cultural cleavages are to be resolved and if social. inclu-siveness within cultural pluralism is to be achieved. Moreover, theelimination of school segregation has, like all serious modern social

problems, become an issue illuminated by an awareness of attend-ant costs: If school desegregation is to be achieved, public educa-tion, its political context, and its fiscal support must be changed
too, in ways that are demanding, even harsh.

The pace of racial integration in Northern schools has been
equivalent to that of integration in Southern schools, although theSouthern pace quickened enormously with the incentive of federal
aid in 1985. Most cities and suburbs in the :-;ix Norther.- ;mates -with
a Negro populatioa of 5 per cent or more =tab at least one minor.
46
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ity segregated school. Five to ten of these have been eliminated
each year since 1960, while new ones crop up to replace them as
populations redistribute. If no new rate of change develops, the
North will exhibit deep and extensive racial segregation in it.c urban
schools as late as the middle of the next century.

The Smaller Communities

There is little point in talking about Northern school segrega-
tion as a uniform condition. More than two-thirds of all the racially
segregated public schools in the North are located in ten of the
largest cities. There, 74-m1a-ion delzity, iuc hardening of ghetto
boundaries, the class striloi_re, and political oikaaizaikmi au
tate powerfully against Fehoul desegregation. These must be distin-
ralia!_ef_i_ *riy!r_ urban communities whue de-.
segregation is not only as desirable but more feasible.

The communities in the North where school desegregation has
been agreed upon and sonetimes implemented effectively are all
smaller cities and suburbs. Berkeley, California, is one.7 There, the
Board of Education authorized a citizens committee to recom-
mend approaches to the problem of segregation as early as 1958.
The committee was established after prm-Aii-e from the Berkeley
chapter of the NAACP. It nude several good suggestions, none of
which was implemented effectively, however, for several years.

But in 1962, the Berkeley Superintendent, responding to nres-
sure from CORE and to growing convictions about the educational
undesirability of school seg,regation, secured his board's authoriza-
tion of another citizens committee. This group worked for nearly a
year. It defined de facto school segregation as extant in any public
school whose white to nonwhite ratio "varies significantly from the
same ratio of the District as a whole." With this yardstick, the com-
mittee found that three elementary schools, one junior high school,
and the high school were not segregated, while sixteen schools
were.

The committee asserted that this condition was bad, blamed it
on the concept of neighborhood schools and on housing patterns,
and proposed ten programs for its elimination. These included re-
districting, pairing of some schools, open enrollment a program of
curricular improvement, and the strengilentng of services and fa-
cilities. Some of these potential y transformative proposals were
implezr.ented inciutliilg positive, fairly radical changes in the coin-
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position of junior high schools. Indicative of the mood of the com-

munity is the fact that in 1964, two members of the Berkeley

school board were re-elected in a recall election.

White Plains, New York, offers a comparable illustration and, as

an Eastern community, is more relevant to the problem of Northern

school segregation than is Berkeley.8 The Board of Education and

the Superintendent of Schools White Plains were aware of 'racial

imbalance" in their system as early as 1961; they had instituted

special services in the one elementary school which was roughly

two-thirds Negro and they had made a few minor adjustments as

early as 1962. Beyond a concern with compensatory education and

related services, however, there was little professional readiness to

define school segregation as salient.

Two forces converged to change this. The Negro leadership

of White Plains and the 'officers of the New York Stat, Education

Department in Albany exerted persuasive pressure. The leader-

ship tlireatenea political action, and the state officials offered as-

gistance, f..dvicev, sand a flow of informatiop showing, how school

segregation ( always referred to in communications as 'racial im-

balance") impaired public education. The Superintendent and his

Board then began carefully planned but prompt, unanimous action

to desegregate. They acted during 1964, the same year in which the

Superintendent became convinced that "racial imbalance" was a

blight on the level of professional performance of his admiristration

zmd teaching staff. Had this redefinition not occurred, it is Inlikely

that dr,ncre would have taken pkee.
Other small cities have cicze,g,recrated their public schools during

the last five years in response to csimilar political E nd eeucationii

administrative pressures, or for different yet functionally equivalent

reasons. Englewood, New Jersey, and New Rochelle, New York, for

example, desegregated under court orders. Other towns have de-

segregated for essentially social reasons, such as population change,

special real-estate conditions, or cultural values. Creenburgh, New

York, is a case in point. There, in one of four districts, school inte-

gration began early and has become a source of social pride.

From participation in several school desegregation programs in

smaller Northern communities, I would speculate that there are

some rather uniform conditions under which desegregation be-

comes possible politically and educationally. Negroes must protest

in a 'visible, unequivocal manner. This protest must resonate posi-

tively with some segment of the white population which already
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commands the attention of local schoolmen or board members.
Of equal. importance is a clear, sufficiently intense stimulus from

state or cilia extra-local authorities. Little change has occurred in
Pennsylvania and Illinois, where many smaller cities maintain seg-
regated schools because of weak state educational agencies. It also
seems plain from case experiences that a community must be free
from a very highly stratified class structure grounded substantially
in religious or racial groupings. The prospect of too severe a change
iu the foundations of the local structure of social rewards is rela-
tively certain to prevent school desegregation.

Mii.iii-ciiing Barriers in Smiler Cities

iWe
can best deiiet iIegc ryndtinnq and comer: twiii witii im-

pediments to change within the school systems themselves through
details from a case study of a smaller city on the Northeastern sea-
board which moved to the edge of school integration but then drew
back and renewed its efforts to p-,-..--rve its historic ghetto. We shall
call the community "Little City."

Interviews documented the belief that the .status quo system of
race relations persists in Little City, that the system is old and dur-
able, and that most Negroes as well as whites in the community
subscribe to and reinforce it in mite of its disadvantages.

This status quo is common to hundreds of established, tin_ Ting
Northern communities. Under it, Negroes are tolerated by whites
and there is cooperation as long as the minorities accept the con-
fines of what is a partial caste system. Whites assimue that Negroes
"prefer" to live in the Bilbo Area Ghetto ( although a few families
are sprinkled elsewhere in other low-income blocks). They also pre-
sume that Negroes will share unequally in the resources and serv-
ices of the community, but that few Little City Negroes will ever
aspire to upper-level occupational positions. They will instead as-
pire toward, and then be employed in, service and lower semi-
skilled jobs.

There are, in other words, niches for Negroes in the residential,
resource, and job structures of the community. The value of the
niches to Negroes is dual. They supply more opportunities than are
available in some other localities, and they are equal to those avail-
able to a small proportion of low-income whites within Little City.
Historically, the Rtfitne n.,0 b... he e,... mcatifaitiPel ttAinailep 11/4Tognas

have fared better in Little City than they have reason to expect
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they might fare elsewhere. In exchange, they have maintained
polite civil relations.

Thic attern has been challenged in Little CP), within the last
few years. Nearly all Little City parent: are awax of this challenge.
A majority, regardless of race, try to suppress this awareness by
attributing it to the work of CORE or other "outside trouble-
makers." The attempt fails, however, for the sane parents have in-
ternalized the message from the nation at large flat a fundamental
change in race relations is taking place.

All of the imagery of school segregation among parents con-
centrates upon the Bilbo Street School and neirj,liborhood, in spite
of the zoning change and the fraction of Negroes located in other
neighborhoods. Generally, most parents think c Bilbo as haviug
ermine-1 ranniityll ir&Usc4nrs1 ov ^owl? in 4,11 T.11+10 City

schools in quality ef sery ices. Some combine the two ideas and think
of the Bilho. School as slightly superior to some Dler schools. A fwv.,

Bilbo parents and a smaller minority of others ay openly that the
Bilbo School staff is inferior and, more significantly, that Negro
children are less well educated than whites within the Bilbo
School. Most Little City parents favor currer school zones and
desire no change in the future. They view the neighborhood schools

as the best of all possible arrangements; they believe that revising

the neighborhood concept would reduce Negro progress and rro-
duce added evils such as traffic hazards.

A few parents advance the idea that miner addiiional
changes and some "open enrollment" would be appropriate for
Little City. About 20 per cent of the tax aying parents favor
more change than this Another 20 per cent would resist greater
change with vigor, particularly if the concept of the neighborhood
school, upon which the residential struci cre of the town is

grounded, were altered drastically.
White parents in Little City, in the mail], do not know what

would be gained through school desegregatic r. In view of the satu-

ration coverage of this question through the :nass media, this sug-
gests that they do not want to know. Most parents emphasize that

Little City neighborhood schools at present all offer the same qual-

ity of education, that they use the same boo] -s and teach the same

subjects. As one white father commented, 'What difference would

it make if 'they sat next to a white child? will they learn more

that way?"
A majority of Little City parents believ(4 according to one of
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them, that "There is no racial problem in Little City. Whatever
trouble has developed has come from four or five hotheads who
have turned this supposed problem into a political football" A
Negro mother confirmed this interpretation: "I grew up in Little
City and I have several children in school here and the schools give
equal opportunity for all." A Negro couple followed this remark
with the statement: "There is no racial issue here at all. If some
people feel that there is, they are wrong or mistaken."

It is therefore not surprising that most parents see no need to
search for desegregation. This indifference cuts two ways, however.
At least half of the parents are vocally disposed to accept the Super-
intendent's and the Board's definitions of what is needed. They are
tolerant of authority: they prefer clearly stated., authoritatively de-
signed changes. They trust those in control of flle

,rt re 1L....444 144.1.3 Las.11. C...-c7.141,1:1. !UM, LUC =ea /Vicalt01.13.
If the Board and the Superintendent announce that specific

changesshort of radical revision of the neighborhood concept
are necessary, a majority of the parents would accept this definition
o1 the situation at face value. Moreover, most parents believe that
such changes are the province of the Board and the staffthat ex-
pert and authoritative leadership is requisite to decisions on prob-
lems of school segregation.

There are many ways in which segregation and any attempted
14YPQn1.,,,n of it cpn touch toff nig.nr 11-cligious

tensions latent in the social organization of Little City. Neighbor-
hood residents are aware of minute differences between localities;
a sharply stratified class structure exists and will undergo stresses
with changing racial balances.

In view of the nature and depth of these attitudes, planning for
school integration and implementing even part of the plan must de-
pend upon an exceptional convergence of counterforces. Little
City, for instance, began to plan for integration because the State
Commissioner of Education pressed for such action, because a se-
cure, long-established local superintendent saw the value of deseg-
regation as one part cf a program of educational reconstruction,
and because civil rights groups mustered an effective protest. These
pressures were checked, however, by the death of the superintend-
ent, by simultaneous changes in the composition of the school
board, and through the failure of the civil rights supporters to sus-
tain their protest over a two-year period. In other words, the
requisite conditions foi- s.innounting an entlep.led partial caste
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system, even in a single public institution such as education, are so
elaborate as to be undone at any turn of events. The attitude struc-
ture of the public, Negro as well as white, is an enduring im-
pediment, whether active or passive. In Little City, the views of
teachers and other school officers were neither felt nor defined as
relevant to the issue.

Fortunately, in the process of persuasion which leads smaller
urban communities to decide to integrate public schools, the more
salient conditions metimes compensate .cor one another. Thus, a
highly stratified local population with group interests invested
deeply in maintaining school segregation may be moved nonethe-
less by firm sanctions from a state commissioner or superintendent.
In New York State, for example, the present position of the Court
of Appeals is that

The Board of Regents, =de r authority of section 207 of the Education
Law, has declared racially imbalanced schools to be educationally in-
adequate. The commissioner, under sections 301 and 305 of the FARInA-
tion Law, has implen sated this policy by directing local boards to take
steps to eliminate racial imbalance. These decisions are final, absent a
showing of pure arbitrariness. . . . Disagreemer ith the sociological,
psychological and educational assumptions relied on by the commissioner
cannot be evaluated by this court. Such arguments can only be heard
in the Legislature, wilich has endowed the commissioner with an all but
absoli -1 power, or by the Board of Regents, who are elected by the
Legislature and make public policy in the field of education"

Differently weighted influences, then, can combine to induce
desegregation of public schools. There is a ceiling on how much
any one influence fostering desegregation can compensate for re-
sistances. Even court orders and sanctions from state superintend..
ents are insufficient if no other factors are aligned in support of
local change.

Perhaps most important in smaller communities is the fact that
technical solutions are available in abundance. Small districts can
be merged, zones changed, buses introduced, or schools paired.
Old buildings can be revised in use, and new ones can be intro-
duced to provide extra degrees of freedom. Several reasonable
courses of action toward school integration are ordinarily apparent,

Moreover, in smaller communities, a board's decizion to inte-
grate can be communicated to parents clearly and quickly, in com-
bination with programs of social preparation and civic as well as
school staff planning. A touch of ingenuity, or merely the adoption,
of successful features of neighboring systems, also enables smaller
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communities to make school desegregation a time for improving
educational programs in generalfor upgrading the quality of in-
struction or staff or facilities. This prospect and stories of success
in integration are gradually becoming commonplace in the pro-
fessional journals and newsletters of teachers and schoolmen, so the
trend should quicken over the next few years.

The Big Cities

An improved rate of change in school integration in the smaller
communities contributes little to the acceleration of desegregation
in tiro great centr9I cities of the North. While the suburb of Engle-
wood, New Jersey, eliminates a single segregated school and, over a
period of a decade, evolves better school services as a result, nrigh-
hoeing New Inric tiny will bA bui.dened with hundre.ds
of highly segregated public schools.

There are technical solutions to minority school segregation in
the great cities, but they are few in number and generally drastic
in effect upon both the clientele and the practitioners. Rezoning,
district reorganization, pairing, free transfer, and open enrollment
are valuable devices, but to have any effect upon the problem as a
whole, these schemes must be applied in a system-wide and com-
bined fashion." No one mechanism among these, and no combina-
tion of devices applied in some but not all sublocalities, will result
is any e...,yrageallt cbsrtge_ TertinteAll Knliltinns attemnted in 'Ant
fashion thus far have failed or have proved ungene;alizable, be-
cause of population density in the big city ghettos and because of
traffic congestion.

Several partially adeouate technical solutions have been pro-
posed for each of the larger Northern cities. The simplest of these is
rationally planned assignment of pupils. Philip Hauser and others
demonstrated in their report on the Chicago public schools that, if
pupils were assigned to schools in terms of proximity and with full
but not excessive utilization of seating capacities, many all-white
public schools which are underutilized in that city would be deseg-
regated, and many mainly Negro schools which are now overcrowded
would be integrated and thinned out.11 Rational use of seating ca-
pacity would probably reduce the level of school segregation within
any one city by no more than 15 to 20 per cent. But, compared with
a condition of no change, that is progress.

A second solution entails revising the building programs of city
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systems so that the sites of all new and renovated structures are
chosen with a view toward integration. This means a moratorium
on the construction of school! inside burgeoning ghettos. Students
would be transported in increasing numbers to schools located out-
side their neighborhoods. A third solution combines revision of
building plans with the reorganization and combination of existing
schools through pairing and complexes. In complexes, a series of
neighboring schools engages in staff and student interchange.12

The two -.nost promising technical solutions are also the most
radical. One is the concept of the education park.n Here, big city
systems would abandon neighborhood schools (or use them for very
different purposes, such as community centers ) and erect consoli-
dated facilities housing from 5,000 to 20,000 students. Such a
campus-style institution would be located to draw its students from
a very wide residential base, one broad enough, perhaps, to sur-
mount long-term changes in class and ethnic settlements. A sew-ad,
related idea is to merge mainly white suburban school districts with
increasingly Negro inner-city districts. District mergers could be
achieved by state authorities and could break through ancient pat-
terns of residential restriction.

These proposals imply enormous transformations in the char-
acter of public schools. Under contemporary urban conditions, use
tends to follow facility. That is to say, if a new kind of physical plant
is erected, whether a park, a parking lot, or a new type of school
building, enthusiastic users tend to follow. The programs of instruc-
tion within an education park, moreover, based as they would be
upon new -2sources of centralized administration and greater staff
specialization and flexibility of deployment, would be a major in-
novation.

For a time critics of school segregation in the big cities be-
lieved the situation to be fairly hopeless. Imaginable solutions like
those mentioned above were viewed as infeasible both politically
and fiscally. As discontent with urban public schools deepens, and
as federal and state aid prospects grow, radical solutions to segre-
gation which have major implications for quality of instruction be-
gin to intrigue critics, specialists, and policy-makers alike.

Not all modes of desegregation contribute to improvement in
the quality of puNlic education, nor are technical solutions, by them-
selves, sufficient to stimulate either integration or excellence of pro-

It

gram. If these qualifications are kept ili mind, however, it becomes
apparent that durable, system-wide e:cellence in big city schools
54
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cannot be attained without integration, and that integration can
serve not only the ideal of justice but also the urgent goal of better
public instruction.

Sources of ttesistance in Big Cities

Our view is thus that valuable technical solutions have been
proposed and that fiscal resources for using them are becoming
available. The political dialogue about school segregation rages in
the big cities against this background of possibilities. Yet, little or no
integration of public schools is taking place. After ten years of talk
and five years of visible struggle, only Detroit among the six largest
and educationally most segregated central cities of the North has
made some progress. New York City, Chicago, and Philadelphia,
among other major cities, are more severely segregated today 'Ian
they were in 1954.

Partly, this is the direct outcome of the continuing northward
migration of Negro families and the reciprocal flight of whites to
the suburbs. Still, the evidence of virtual inactivity among city
school boards ( or rather the evidence of no effort save experiments
with open enrollment, rezoning, and a handful of pairings) calls for
more than a demographic interpretation.

We must look to the social and cultural bases of Northern big
city life to understand why so little change has occurred. In the
case of school segregation, especially, we must take into account the
political context and the cultural milieu of urban public education.
For example, in the great cities, any force toward desegregation is
effectively countered by organized opposition. Big city school su-
perintendents, however, get paid more, have better protective
clauses in their contracts, command a great'?" power base, and re-
ceive clearer indications of the educational damages resulting from
segregation. If a superintendent of a big city did define school
segregation openly as a major educational issue, change toward in-
tegration would occur. Opposition can be squelched with counter-
opposition.

Consider thicago, where the role of the Superintendent, Ben-
jamin C. Willis, illustrates the big city pattern. Superintendent
Willis announced in 1963 that he considered proposals for altering
neighborhood school btiundaries in crier to provide free choic...- to
Negroes, or for transferring white students into mainly Negro
schools, to be 'ominous: '14 He informed his Board of Education that,
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in his judgment, the manipulation of attendance and assignmentprocedures might prove disastrous educationally. Radical tensionscould increase as a result, he believed, and more white familiesmight move out of the city and into the suburbs.Plans to desegregate had been accumulating in Chicago since1960. These were submerged in litigation, direct and occasionallyeven violent political action, the intervention by invitation andstrategic intrusion of social scientists and educational experts fromthe universities and the nation at large, and upheavals within theBoard and the Office of the Superintendent itself.There emerged from this a characteristic Northern urban pat-tern. On August 28,1963, the Chicago Board of Education resolvedthat some schools in the system were all-Negro in student composi-tion, and that such "separation" might interfere with learning. TheBoard then appointed a distinguished Advisory Panel, includingPhilip Hat.ser, then Chairman of the Department of Sociology atthe University of Chicago, and Sterling McMurrin, former UnitedStates Commissioner of Education. They directed the Panel to sug-gest remedies.
The gap between Superintendent Willis and is own Board issuggested by one event at the same August meeting. The Board ac-cepted Superintendent Willis's proposal tc allow those pupils in thetop 5 per cent of the city's high-school students to transfer to an-oti, .n. high schoolif their present school had no honors program.Even this petty proposal stimulated intense public reaction. Aftermassive white picketing, and after negotiation and review, theparents of several transfer applicants filed suit in the local SuperiorCourt, requesting the judge to issue a writ of mandamus againstSuperintendent Willis on the ground that he had withheld the cer-tification of transfer. The Appellate Court upheld the order. Ioreply, Willis resigned in protest o'er the Court decision in order toshow the irreconciliable difference between his Board and himself,for the Board had directed him to transfer the students.Two days after Superintendent Willis resigned, the IllinoisChairman of the North Central Association of Colleges and Second-ary Schools warned the Chicago Board of Education that the city'shigh schools might lose their accreditation if he ever found that theBoard had infringed on the Supe atendent's administrative pre-rogatives. And, two days after this warning arrived, the Board votedto refuse Superintendent Willis's resignation. Later, the Board votedto reconsider its previous order directing Willis to transfer students.Willis then withdrew his resignation.
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The Advisory Panel on Integration made its recommendations in
the early spring of 1964, after weeks of picketing, boycctting of
stores as well as schools, and swirling controversy over this issue.
Minor parts of the Panel's proposals were adopted by the Board in
the fall, but by 1965 there was no indication that any :Important rec-
commendations would be adopted. The report %/a! not endorsed by
the Superintendent.

A policy stand on school desegregation has not cost a single
Northern big city superintendent his job. Superintendent Willis has
been attacked politically for four years for his opposition to deseg-
regafon, yet these attacks have done little more than tarnish his
professional and public image. New York City Superintendent Cal-
vin Gross did not lose his job because of his stand on this issue.

More important is the fact that no Northern big city superin-
tendent has committed himself emphatically to the pursuit of school
desegregation. The barriers to school desegregation in large North-
ern cities will remain a subject of moot speculation until at least one
such superintendent does take a strong, pe:..4tive position and al-
lows ricers to observe the consequences. The policy recommenda-
Liens of city school superintendents are more than influential. They
are profoundly indicative of changes in school practice, even where
they are not determinative.

Sufficient Conditions for Inaction

Then- is probably one condition which is sufficient to maintain
Auction on big city school segregation in the North: If preservation
of the status quo on this question helps to preserve the present
distribution of power in the community, the status quo will in all
probability be maintained, while the dialogue about segregation
continues. Public officials, including superintendents, do not take
unnecessary risks. They do not press for significant social changes if
the effects upon their own access to authority are not predictable
and promising.

There may be no change, then, because the ability of the city
superintendent and his board to act on any question of general in-
terest in the community is limited by the risks that the central poli-
tical agency, usually the office of the mayor, is disposed to take. In
order for anything to be done under public auspices, the elaborate
decentralization of authority . . . must somehow be overcome or set
aside. The widely diffused right to act must be replaced by a uni-
fied ability to act."15
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In the case of school segregation, the 'unified ability to act" de-
pends upon relations among the superintendent, his board, and the
political power structure of the comm(mity as a whole. No one of
these elements will jeopardize another intentionally, although a
mayor or a city council often transfers responsibility for this prob-
lem to the board of education in lieu of agreeing to act in unity.

Trivial Institutional Impediments

Teachers and principals play a minor role in the politics of
school segregation and desegregation. They are vital to the success
of any program of desegregation, for their attitudes and practices
either reinforce a positive integrative trend and make an educa-
tional opportunity out of it or undermine the worth of any effort.

But their role in the decision process itself is minor. The segrega-
tion issue is a general political one, and most school functionaries
are disbarred from participation in it except under crisis conditions.
Crises include incidents where Negro protest groups have managed
to unite with teachers' unions for specific pickets and boycotts; but
these are very rare. Moreover, it is seldom obvious in the negotia-
tion of conflicts exactly how the teachers' and principals' own in-
terests are involved. When these are touched upon, substantial mo-
bilization occurs, as with all other urban interest groups.

Junior-high-school principals in New York City, for example,
were not asked for their opinions about desegregation nor did they
place themselves in the dialogue. But when a State Advisory Com-
mittee recommended in 1964 that segregated junior high schools
should be abolished and the grade structure of all junior highs re-
vised, the stake of the principals was defined. Their current arrange-
ments threatened, these lower-line officers organized and commu-
nicated their opposition to change. When the Superintendent made
no response, the principals undertook a strong newspaper adver-
tising campaign opposing reorganization.

Headquarters staffs often impede desegregation efforts in less
direct ways. The administrative staff officials responsible for plan-
ning transrrtation, pupil assignment, and even renovation and new
construction of plants, all make hundreds of technical decisions
each year which impede or foster revision of the status quo.

Change is costly, not only in money but in demands upon skill.
School planners resist alterations in population estimation pro-
cedures they have grown accustomed to over the decades 'merely"
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because ethnicity and changes in the distribution of minorities have
not customarily been considered in detail. If a program of school
desegregation involves administrative decentralization, then ac-
countants, other business officers, and related staff workers must
make socially costly adjustments that range from changing daily
work procedures to changing one's place of work itself.

No values, and no pressures, dominant in the white majority
community reward any readiness to change among staff members.
The municipal educational bureaucracy, in short, responds much
like any other institutionalized establishment. In the case of staff
impediments, however, incomplete information, unimaginative as-
sessments of feasibility, and an inability to innovate discourage de-
segregation more effectively than does the organized opposition of
principals.

These resistances to change are trivial in their over-all contribu-
tion to the fate of the segregation question both because lower
echelons do not have that much intik:mice in policy decisions and
because educators themselves are perplexed by competing mes-
sages and by a steady change in the salience of the issue within
their ?rofession. The National Education Association, the teachers'
unions, the United States Office of Education, and sane of the
teacher-training institutions are now at work, through officers in
charge of integration or 'equal opportunity," emphasizing the im-
portance of the question and the urgency of resolution. On this
issue, these agencies work somewhat like the National Council of
Churches in its limited bearing upon local Protestant congregations:
There is a low ceiling upon the national association's influence.

Prospects for Northern School Desegregation

My argument has been that Norther chool desegregation is
not difficult to accomplish in smaller cities and suburbs. Where the
school superintendents of such communities have allied themselves
with state authority and have responded to the protest from their
Negro clientele, desegregation has been proven politically safe as
well as technically feasible. Moreover, the educational outcomes
of most of the efforts to date have been highly encouraging to pro-
fessionals. News of the revitalization and improvement of staff
morale and daily practices within such changing systems is being
exchanged constantly a educational conventions and through the
professional media
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The major part of the problem centers in a dozen of the largest
central cities. In these, very little movement toward desegregation
has occurred. The political risks continue to be too high, and the
rewards within the educational establishment have not been worth

the effort.
The seasonal campaigns of the civil rights and Negro protest
ps have become strategic, though insufficient, as a political

force. These campaigns are strategic insofar as they maintain the
level of priority on the segregat; NI question and even, on occasion,
heighten it. They are insufficienteven with annual improvements
such as better publicity, broader constituency, and tighter align-
ment with other interest groupsbecause the big cities are too
divisive and counter-protest is too readily available.

Moreover, school policy-makers know that very few citizens,
Negro or white, are as intensely concerned with the educational
question as they are with contending issues of housing, crime, and
cmployn.....-,nt. Finally, there is not apt to be enough unity of leader-
ship among Negro groups and politicians to allow for a much
greater focus of effort on the school issue than has been achieved to

date.
Nevertheless, some big Northern cities are likely to desegregate

their public schools when their fiscal dilemmas intensify. Northern-
style school segregation is expensive. In the big cities, school funds
have been poured into the erection of expensive new plants to ac-
commodate students in the burgeoning residential ghettos." Funds
that would once have been used to improve all-white schools in the
developing or most desirable real-estate areas must now be di-
verted. The new ghetto schools that result, moreover, offer little po-
litical reward. They are not appreciated because they reinforce the
ghetto and because the immediate electorate is a captive constitu-

ency that is apathetic about education. In white suburbs, a Negro

ghetto school depresses real-estate values in its neighborhood. It is a

standing advertisement against the educational magnetism to tech-

nical and professional workers seeking an alternative to city school

facilities. It is often a sign of decadence and commercial deteriora-

tion to most whites."
In the big cities, the issue has unraveled the sleeve of public ed-

ucation as a whole. For state and local policy-makers, and for chief

administrators, school desegregation has great potential significance

for the merger of school districts, the progressive consolidation of

schools, the revision of grade structures, and whole programs of in-
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struction. The issue also stimulates questions about the quality and
equal distribution of facilities, the rights of substitute t eachers, the
assignment of teachers to one school versus another, and the .sta-
bility of a career in neighborhood-school teaching in general. The
dialogue in professional circles, particularly in Northern teacher-
training institutions and among education reporters, even pene-
trates to the question of the viability of public education as it is
now operated. The alternative most often imagined is one in which
the public school system of the big city becomes a semicustodial in.
stitution serving the clientele of the welfare departmer t, and where
the advantaged white majority has elected either the suburbs or the
private schools of the city.

The thesis is that, if public education cannot evolve toward its
historic goal of universality, it cannot be maintained in its present
form as a general municipal service. Much more that the question
of racial segregation is involved in this conversation, but no other
issue exposes the total dilemma so dramatically.

The most likely future response of educators to the problem of
Northern school segregation will be to make important changes, but
to make them only in the wake of the current perioC of identifica-
tion of the problem, exploration of its implications, an d political ma-
gotiation. The United States Office of Education's sun ey of the stai:e
of equality of opportunity in American schools, to be conducted
under a directive in the 1964 Civil Rights Art, should have infl
ence in this regard. The position of ancillary institutions, from the
National Education Association to the Tarent Teachas Associations,
has just begun to become firm, let alone articulate.

When the question is somewhat commonly stated, and when the
problem is extensively and authoritatively identifieCi, some change
toward desegregation that is more than random, or more substantial
than token, will be achieved. In public school circles, this charge
will be noted first in the increasingly more open espousal of 'racial
balance" by Northern superintendents. Superintendents in many
communities will acknowledge, through their conventions, journals,
and professional associations in particular, that a "balanced system"
is being defined as an educationally desirable system. "Racial bal-
ance" will come to be viewed as "essential" to quality. As the image
becomes rewarding, superintendents will pursue it as their own
minority pressures are sustained and if majority res stance dwindles
even slightly.

The ability to advance desegregation depends mainly on state
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authority and on board and community pc li tics. No social scientist
expects a school superintendent to become, a culture hero rather
than an administrator of a municipal sera But the option to
champion desegregation each year becom,!1; less dangerous for su-
perintendents. We should come to a time s on when only the very
largest cities of the North, and only a few unaspiring little commu-
nities, will still operate segregated school% The gatekeeper for the
institution will be the superintendent.
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